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Writer’s

Note

Life is a journey, and it is travel that makes that journey worthwhile. As we venture
to more distant lands, we are becoming more sensitive about the impact that
tourism has on the environment and the local population.
Our oceans cover more than seventy percent of the earth. They are facing a serious
threat from increasing human population, as there are nearly 8 billions us, and
counting. This population swell is leading to over-fishing as well as increasing
CO2 emissions. The resulting acidification of the seawater causes increased sea
temperatures and coral bleaching which is devastating much of the earth’s reefs.
Fortunately, most of the reefs in and around The Coral Triangle have yet to be
affected significantly by these threats and it is often referred to as the “Amazon”
of the sea. These coral reefs are the most diverse ecosystems on the planet.
They protect coastlines from the damaging effects of wave action and tropical
storms while providing habitats and shelter for many marine organisms. Losing
our reefs will means the extinction of many species and inevitably lead to the
breakdown of our ecosystem’s health and function.
Here, where the Pacific and Indian Oceans meet, Sequoia Yacht is celebrating
our one-year journey across this remote section of South East Asia; The Coral
Triangle. These are among the most significant reef systems on earth. While
comprising only 1.6% of the planet’s oceans, it is home to over 76% of all known
coral species in the world. At the heart of the Coral Triangle, you will find more
than 17,000 islands of the Indonesian archipelago.
To begin to understand the rich history of Indonesia, one must embark on some
its most remote islands. The 11 islands that make up the “Banda Islands” were
the world’s sole source of nutmeg and mace, the fragrant gold that sparked the
European Age of exploration and helped finance the Netherlands, the richest of
all 17th century countries.

Not so far from the “Island of Gods”, Bali, is Komodo National Park, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site where you can encounter one or more of 6,000 living
Komodo dragons, the last dinosaur on earth that only live here. Sailing East of
Flores allows you to experience the forgotten islands of Solor Alor, where myth,
volcanoes, and water shaped their ancient life. Komodo National Park has one
of the most well- preserved coral reef systems in Indonesia.
Even a country as vast as Indonesia has its final frontier. In this case it is the island
of Papua. The region was once known as Irian Jaya along with its surrounding
archipelago, “Raja Ampat”. This area is considered by many to be the world’s
ultimate site for divers and snorkelers. In the south, only a few people have
the privilege of exploring the best-kept secret of West Papua, “Triton Bay”. This
region of Kaimana was before the ice age a massive land connected to Australia.
We have very few wildlife ecosystems left. Sustainable lodging, locally grown
food sourcing, burning less fossil fuel are ways each of us can adapt to slow
down the rate of global warming. We can explore remote reefs at the edge of
the world with the most spectacular marine life to be seen while keeping our
footprint light.
We hope that this first Anniversary Issue inspires you to take this extraordinary
journey in The Coral Triangle. If you do, you may become more convinced of the
importance of saving this reef system, a jewel that is critical to keeping our
precious blue planet.
Begin your own journey; it is a life changing experience!

Yessi Sari, Founder of Coral Triangle Safaris.
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About The

The Coral Triangle (CT) spans 6 million square kilometers, expanding across
6 countries from the Philippines to Timor-Leste. At its heart, Just 1,000
nautical miles from Great Barrier Reef system, you will find more than
17,000 islands of the Indonesian archipelago.
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Bangkok

While comprising only 1.6% of the planet’s oceans, the CT is home to over
76% of all known coral species in the world, counted 600 species of reefs.
Here you may encounter with more than 2,000 species of fish, including
the largest shark on earth, Whale Shark, to the smallest one like vivid
Nudibranch. Also noteworthy is that 6 of the world’s 7 species of marine
Turtles make this place home.

Pacific Ocean

The CT within Indonesia has long been the marine scientists’ and avid
divers’ best-kept secret of the healthiest coral reefs to explore in a time
when much of world’s reefs are dying due to ocean acidification. Although
most divers focus on underwater exploration, there is also a great deal to
explore on the surface. It is one of the most beautiful islands systems on
earth with massive areas seemingly unexplored.
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About Waigeo
Myth-enshrined ancestors form the basis of Papua’s
modern social structure. “Raja” means King, while “Ampat”
means four. According to the legend, eggs laid by the
mega bird of Waigeo hatched into four fabled kings who
settled the region’s four biggest islands, from north to
south; Waigeo, Salawati, Batanta and Misool. These four
kings fathered Raja Ampat’s original people, the Maya. A
stone egg enshrined in a Mayalibit Bay lends a sliver of
truth to this myth.
This archipelago is comprised of 600 islands, as well as
an additional 900 more shoals and islets. Blue water
mangroves connect most of this region’s shallow sandy
bottoms. This area of 40,000 km2 / 15,444 miles2, is 7
times the size of the “Island of Gods”, Bali. The best time
to visit is October to April when the sea is calmer and
the visibility is optimal.
Known as the “Amazon of the Sea”, it is home to 533
out 798 known coral species, which is 75% of world
coral species. You will come face-to-face with up to
1,437 reef fish species in every direction. Here you may
also encounter with more than 700 species of mollusk
including 7 species of giant clam, as well as 2,300
known species of Nudibranch, which means naked gills,
and describes the feathery gills and horns that appear
on their backs.
No wonder, Raja Ampat scuba diving has gained a
reputation as being amongst the finest in the world. It
was recently awarded the # 1 snorkeling location on
earth by CNN Travel.

It is a marine wonderland, Raja Ampat has it all.
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Spending time outdoors, whether it is scuba diving with Black Manta at Dayang Island or blown Surface intervals allow for time to explore the endless islands. Journey out for island visit or hike
away by spectacular hard corals and tons of fishes at Dampier Strait, is one of the best ways to up the peak to make your heart pump with the reward of a spectacular view of the turquoise
soak up the spirit of North Raja Ampat. You will be surprised to learn that the shark family of lagoons of Wayag or Paynemo. You can combine this with swimming with baby sharks or learning
fish are much more diverse than the commonly found predatory grey and white species. You will more about the sustainability at the Atlas sea pearl farming center.
appreciate this if you encounter the Wobbegong Sharks and Epaulette Walking Sharks at Mioskon.
They live and hunt on the seabed or on the reefs and are only found in this region of the world.
Allow a little extra time to explore some of the lesser-known villages such as Selpele to see
for yourself how much the locals here depend on sea-life. They practice a sustainable fishing
Start your morning with Paddle-boarding or kayaking in the hidden coves of Kabuy Bay. End your tradition called “sasi”. As a bonus to rare visitors, a celebratory dance welcomes you to their village.
day with a magical night dive full of seahorses at Saporkren. Blue Magic is not the only place If bird watching is your thing, the 3,155-km2 forest of Waigeo is home to more than 299 species
to dive here and even near the jetty offers a lifetime memory. You can explore many jetties in of birds. But be sure to spend extra days to witness something majestic, like bird watching on the
Mansuar to Aljui.
lookout for The Bird of Paradise.
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About Misool
Venture to where the wild things are – Raja Ampat – the
most biodiverse marine region on earth. It is known as the
“Amazon of the Sea”, as it is home to 533 out 798 known
coral species, which is 75% of world’s coral species. You
will come face-to-face with up to 1,437 reef fish species
in every direction. Here you may also encounter with
more than 700 species of mollusk including 7 species of
giant clam, as well as 2,300 known species of Nudibranch.
Misool Island is a remote, tropical hideaway, and one of
the four largest islands in the Raja Ampat archipelago.
Located off the west coast of the main island of Papua,
directly bordering the Seram Sea, the water is a veritable
traffic corridor for many large sea creatures.
The southern region of Raja Ampat tends to have more
walls with amazing sea fans and soft coral, while North
Raja Ampat is more known for hard coral gardens,
amazing manta dives and sharks. Here in Misool, more
than 60 dive-sites are waiting to be discovered by you.
The rainbow of colors, textures, and fish shapes bring you
into a world that seems as if Pixar Animation created it.
Scenic lagoons, shallow reefs and crystal clear waters
make an ideal location for on-the water sport adventures
like kayaking, tubing and water-skiing. Its remote
location means you will most likely have the place to
yourself. Best time to visit is October to April when the
sea is calmer and the visibility is optimal.

Misool is just another world, an ocean paradise.
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From the surface of the water you can explore a chain of islets to find scenic lagoons, shallow
reefs, and the crystal clear waters of Wayil. You will be welcomed with endless giant sea fans of
all sizes and colors beyond your imagination in Neptune’s Fan Sea. One of our favorite dive sites
is Magic Mountain, where Oceanic Mantas can often be found. You can swim with baby sharks in
Yillet, and end your day with a sunset dive searching for an endemic walking shark.

Hike up the into the “wild territory” of less visited peaks in Raja Ampat at “Danpulol”, which is
in a heavily forested region. At a first sight it reveals nothing but a thick green carpet of dense
forests. Take the Boston Whaler to explore Love Lagoon . While waiting on the sunset, you can go
to view some of the amazing walls with ancient rock art. You can also paddle out kayak inside a
cave connecting to the sea at Tumolol, and learn on how they grow a pearl in the biggest pearl
farm in Papua.

Go for a beach picnic on the beautiful white sands of Kalig after remarkable diving at Fiabacet.
Witness the impressive view above the sea and lovely drop-offs underwater at Daram to the east. Spend extra days to explore the less visited islands of Jef Pelee and Lenmakana in the west.
Explore an endless number of hidden bays, coves, and lagoons in Balbulol with kayak or SUP. Kaleidoscope and Blue Hole dive sites offer bursting color pallets of soft corals and schools of
There are several stingless jellyfish lakes to explore in Farondi depending on the season.
fishes. As you descent, you will see that both sides of the ridges are covered with elephant ear
sponges. Upon closer inspection of the hard coral, you may yet find a Wobbegong shark. It feels
like you are in a Pixar movie by Disney. Unreal!
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About Kaimana
Triton Bay is part of the Kaimana Marine Protected Area,
which encompasses 6,000 square km (2,300 square
miles) and is located in West Papua Province, Indonesia.
Fak Fak & Triton Bay “counted marine biodiversity” is
1,005 species of fish, 471 species of hard coral, and 28
species of mantis shrimp.
Triton Bay is known as a home to endemic species.
Endemism in Triton evolved the same way as it has
throughout the Bird’s Head of Papua. Beginning ten
millions years ago shifting tectonic plate caused
geological upheavals and formed new island chains across
the Indonesian Archipelago. Triton’s reef developed into
a crossroad for current-borne marine larvae originating
from the Banda Sea. Another contributing factor is the
tremendous volume of fresh water flowing from the
Mainland of Papua into the sea. Most marine larvae
cannot survive in low saline environment. Here they
survive and flourish. Best time to visit is March to April
and October to November.
The indigenous people of Lobo Village believe that
the giant Gauruda bird once made Kaimana its home.
A woman from Warinau Mountain laid 2 eggs. These 2
eggs hatched into one black bird and one white bird.
The black bird grew into a giant bird. It is believed that
when Gauruda set its wings on the sky, it covered the sun
above Kaimana. The villagers were afraid of the black
bird. One day, Portuguese sailors arrived at Lobo and
they shot the black bird, which relieved the entire village.
They later built a statue of the Garuda as the reminder
that Gauruda once lived there. The bones were nowhere
to be found. The story of white egg remains unknown.
Today, Garuda is the symbol of Republic of Indonesia.

It is the last best place untouched by time.
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The shadow of 1000-meter tall peaks of West Papua Mainland will welcome you to the Lagoon
of Triton Bay. Immerse yourself in the lushness of Papua’s rainforest and Triton Bay’s underwater
sanctuary. Hike the peak of Ermun, and end your day by exploring the green coastal areas with a
kayak to reach white sand beaches, where coconut trees make perfect shade for a picnic day.
You can find a statue of the Garuda in the village of Lobo. Observing one of Papua’s most impressive
displays of ancient rock art by kayaking, located on the opposite side of Namatote.

Easily spotted from miles offshore is the Mommon Waterfalls falling directly to the sea in the
iconic Mommon Bay. Trekking a half day deep into the rainforest of Papisoi will be rewarded by
the feeling the spray of the fresh water of a waterfall. In 2007, two of the first surveyed sites broke
Dr. Gerald Allen’s Raja Ampat world record for the most fish species recorded from a single dive
site – an astounding 330 species recorded from Papisoi Cape dive site alone! Marine surveyors
always find new species here. You will definitely enjoy diving in the most abundant fish tank in
the world.

At Namatote and/or Mai-Mai, imagine yourself submerge 3 meters underwater with one or more The remote island of Karas, located in Fak Fak regency, is home to turtles and pristine beaches.
of the largest fish on earth, up to seventeen-meter whale shark. If you are extremely fortunate, Dugong are often seen here. Here, one can also paddle inside Batu Lubang, a hole connected
you will also see a dozen dolphins just below the tales of the whale sharks. The reef surrounding to the sea and filled hard coral gardens. We can join locals fishing in front of the village of Mas
Iris Strait, which lies between Aiduma Island and the mainland of Papua, is filled with sea life and during sunset. Here you will meet some of the friendliest people on the planet living from one
soft corals. As you move the deeper toward the bottom, you will notice a little bit of everything fish to the next.
from pygmy seahorse, Wobbegong Shark to Walking Shark
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About Banda
To begin to understand the rich history of Indonesia, one
must embark on a journey to 11 Banda Islands, which are
located in the heart of Banda Sea. The remote islands
are surrounded by the deepest sea in Indonesia at
24,409 feet (7,440 meters). Despite its remote location,
European ships sailed there from the early 1500’s in
search of the “Gold” (Nutmeg) that grows on their special
trees.
This archipelago was the world’s sole source of nutmeg
and mace, the fragrant gold that sparked the European
Age of exploration and helped finance the Netherlands,
the richest of all 17th century countries. The value of
the Dutch East Indies Company (VOC), which controlled
these spices, was in today’s currency worth more than
Apple Corporation today. These islands shaped the
history of modern international trade.
Very few people in the world will get an opportunity
to visit this paradise. It is filled with the romantic cone
shaped volcanoes, palm-fringed islands, lush green
jungle, golden sand beaches, old nutmeg plantations,
and fisherman out in the cobalt blue waters in their
painted dig-out canoes.
The rich nutrients of Banda Sea waters surrounding
these isolated islands provide a perfect habitat for
spectacular coral reefs and pelagic to shelter. Best time
to sail is October when the sea is calmer and the visibility
is optimal, just in time for the highest possibility of
hammerhead shark sighting. It also coincides with their
annual festival celebrating their unique culture.

The historical seascape of the 16th century spice trade
route.
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From a visit to a fortress in Saparua, a lazy sunset time at pristine beach of Maulana to scuba diving
on the colorful reefs of Nusa Laut you will be introduced to the spirit of the Moluccas. The coneshaped Banda Gunung Api will welcome you to the heart of the Banda Archipelago. This volcano
is also known as “The Etna of the Banda Sea.” The last recorded eruption in 1988 subsequently
covered the reef in lava, however the reef has recovered faster than anyone expected. While under
water, you may notice the blooming hard coral gardens that are unlike any other within the Coral
Triangle.
Just before sunset, you can immerse yourself in front of the Maulana Hotel to gaze at the stunning
mating Mandarin fish. We will take you to the south for scuba diving and/or snorkeling at Batu
Kapal, and/or Hatta Reefs “Sekaru” in Bandanese Language, which means “shallow area”. This Reef
is the close to the 6,000-meter /20,000- feet deep Banda Trench, which makes it a special dive
site which attracts big pelagic including strong hold of hammerhead sharks.
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Take a leisurely walk through Neira town and explore the two old forts: Nassau and Beligica. Stroll
the mysterious paths that lead to interesting places, colonial-era mansions, ageless shop houses,
and an ancient Chinese temple. As you walk on the 313 stairways of Lonthoir Village in Banda
Besar, it will lead you Kelly Plantation where centuries-old Kenari trees towering protectively
over a nutmeg groves.
During the festival, there are Kora-Kora races and traditional Cakalele dances inviting you to
join. Ai villagers are very friendly and the unique culinary choices made with these special spices
make for an experience that you and your family will never forget. End your sail with a visit to
Run island which was traded by the British to the Dutch for Manhattan Island, New York in the
17th century. By that time, the British had already renamed Manhattan from New Amsterdam to
New York.
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About Solor

Alor

Legend has it that after a particularly long drought in
the Dolabang at Pura, Olangki made a journey to Reta to
borrow rice. The following year, while on way to return it,
he saw a pig on the top of Maru Mountain. He tried, but
failed, to slay the pig. In his despair, he asked for help
from “God” to give him water and in return he would
give away his daughter, “Bui”. The sky turned dark and a
big rain flooded the village. After he gave his daughter
to the God, the rain stopped. After a year, the villagers
had enough food and water. They celebrated their good
fortune with the Lego-Lego Dance and invited Bui to
join them. Bui was believed to be married to the God of
the mountain. While dancing, Bui asked her mother to
take care of her baby that was wrapped in a blanket. She
told her mother not to open the blanket. The mother
opened the blanket and found a big red fish. She could
not resist eating one of the eyes. When Bui discovered
that the mother had hurt her baby, she ran and locked
herself inside Bitu Era cave. She promised herself that
there would be no more hunger and thirst for her family
and village. To this day, water can always be found on
top of the Maru Mountain despite any long dry season. It
is believed that Bui Hangi made this gift possible.
There are 95 islands surrounding this archipelago
encompassing 7,420 km2 /2,865 miles2 of land and water.
The Pantar Strait is between the islands of Alor and
Pantar. The water coming from the Pacific in the north
is flowing through this strait to merge with the Indian
Ocean in the south. Similar flow occurs in the Komodo
Archipelago. With more than 75 dive sites to choose, this
area contains 1,200 species of coral reef fish and 500
species of corals. While under water, visibility ranges up
to 40m/132 feet in the dry season of July to September.

It is a mystical archipelago surprisingly full of colors.
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Discover the world’s most colorful, beautiful and densely covered coral reef dive sites on Pura
and Pantar. Some sites are known for their beautiful panoramas of dense coral, anemone, and
sponge coverage mixed with smaller reef fish. Each site here is diverse with its own topography
and vibrant colors scheme including walls, slopes and seamounts. Spend an extra day to travel to
Sikka in search for the walrus type mammal, called a Dugong.

You will see a volcano surrounded by crystal clear waters full of aquatic life, coconut fringed
pure white sandy beaches at Adonara and Lapan. The sustainable traditional fishing and village
scenery will welcome you this special archipelago. Join locals for a celebratory dance in village of
Takpala or hike one of the volcanoes. If you are into Ikat “Indonesian traditional weaving”, we can
join local artisans at Lembata or Solor as they create unique designs using a natural dyed process
to make it into a beautiful fabrics.

Kalabahi Bay and Baengabang Bay are great places for night dives. You can venture out for a
night-dive where you will witness a busy nightlife in this volcanic seabed from rare Octopus to During dry season from May to September, Lamalerans keep their eyes on the sperm whale.
the iconic Rhinopias. The Pantar Strait provides us with an opportunity to see several types of A wounded whale often tows its hunters for miles or drags their boat down into the deeps.
pelagic fish given the right tide and moon phase. These can include Eagle rays, Barracuda, Trevally, Successful hunters distribute cuts of the catch according to clan and status. Despite sanctions
Tunas, Rainbow Runners and if we are lucky even Mola-Mola, Dolphins, Hammerhead Sharks or from The United Nations to its whaling tradition, the locals are still-hunting for the only protein
Thresher Sharks.
source available. This activity has nothing to do with commercial fishing. It is a matter of survival.
Your eyes will be spoilt with the turquoise water and outstanding visibility of Maumere Bay. End
your safari by joining a Watublapi family on a traditional feast and dance.
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About Komodo
The Komodo Archipelago lies in the Lesser Sunda
Islands. This chain starts in Bali and ends in Tanimbar.
Now this park is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, Man
and Biosphere Reserve, and one of the New 7-Wonders
of Nature.
It is believed that one upon a time; there was a fairy lady
who lived in Komodo Island. The villagers named her
PutriNaga, “The Dragon Princess.” The Princess married a
local man and gave birth to twins: one human – Gerong
– who grew up among the villagers and one dragon
– Orah – who grew up in the forest. Years had passed,
when one day Gerong went deer hunting in the forest.
As he collected his prey, the dragon came out from the
bushes and tried to take it. After he failed to convince
the dragon to go away, he lifted his spear ready to kill
the dragon. A beautiful goddess, “Putri Naga” appeared
and told Gerong not to kill the dragon. She told him that
the dragon “Orah” was his twin and they should live in a
harmony. To this day, the Komodo Islanders believe that
the Komodo Dragons are their family members and they
should live together sharing their land without borders.
There are dramatic Savanna Hills during the best sailing
season from June to September. The hills are surrounded
by scenic pink beaches & blue waters bursting with sea
life which . Its brilliant pink beaches and the blue waters
are home to over 60 dive sites. Here you may see 1,000
species of fish, 260 species of coral reef, 70 species of
sponge, 10 species of dolphin, 5 species of sea turtle,
and 14 species of whale, as well as dugong, shark and
manta ray.

It is a truly one of the new 7 Wonders of Nature.
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Rinca and Komodo, are the only two islands in the world one can encounter one or more than 6,000
the prehistoric Komodo Dragons. A long trek is advisable, as it will allow you to see more wildlife
such as Deer and Buffalos. The wilder Komodos are also seen at Nusa Kode, just south of Rinca.

From the shallows to the depths of this region offers remarkable coral gardens with tones of reef
fishes. Snorkel and/or dive at Taka Makassar or Nusa Kode looking for reef or oceanic mantas.
Just off coast of Labuan Bajo, Tukoh Bele and Sabolon offer a perfect snorkeling, as well as ideal
location for discovery scuba.

Witness a stunning sunset view of Padar or sunrise hike Lawa Darat famous for beautiful hills
with stunning views and secluded beaches. The sheltered bay and crystal clear waters of Lawa To understand how life also depends on sea and tourism, we will take you to Komodo village. Here
Laut waters are ideal for water sport such as snorkeling, water skiing and tubing, which you can we can interact with charming kids and their family members as they share land with infectious
combine with kayak and SUP. End your underwater adventure with a beach picnic on pink and/ Komodo Dragons without borders.
or white sand of your choice. One of our favorite’s dive sites here is Crystal Bommies. It is named
after the crystal clear waters that surround bommies, soft corals and impressive table corals. It We encourage you to sail further to the West, Sumbawa Besar. Here you can discover the Banta
is home to a large school of yellow-ribbon sweetlips, tuna, mackerel, fusilier and the colorful looking for giant turtles and dive in the foot of Sangeang Volcano towering from the sea bed for
Anthias as well as Frog sh, Moray, and the Scorpion fish.
the next level of underwater adventure. Spend extra days to sail to Moyo and Satonda to see the
nature reserve and beautiful coral reefs and home to wild ox, deer, a great variety bird species, as
well as hordes of crab-eating macaques. You may get the opportunity to snorkel and/or free-dive
with the whale sharks, the largest fish on earth in Labuan Jambu.
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About Sequoia
Sequoia was named after the giant
Sequoia tree which is one of the
oldest living organisms on earth. This
handcrafted 86-feet (26-meter) yacht
was designed as an heirloom, for the
enjoyment of generations to come.
It is primarily a motorboat powered
by John Deere but also has auxiliary
Doyle sails.
She is a modern take of on the classic
sailing yacht. We have combined the
best aspects of traditional Sulawesi
hull construction, a UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity, with
the most advanced marine machinery,
hardware, and electronics to produce
this remarkable vessel. A focus on
advanced
technology increases
comfort and safety for the guests. At
the same time,all installed components
are rated at the lowest level of
emissions per US Environmental
Protection Agency guidelines.
Designed with an emphasis on space,
privacy and comfort, Sequoia features
three generous suites surrounded
by ocean, an intimate and cozy great
room, a spacious sky deck, and plenty
of areas to lounge. Every detail has
been handmade by local artisans, and/
or handpicked with sustainability in
mind. We do not use single-use plastic
or palm oil product on board Sequoia.
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There is immense cultural diversity
within this enormous Archipelago,
known as “Nusantara”. From serving
the best local cuisine and exotic drinks
to supporting local communities, you
will connect to the true spirit of the
place.
One limiting factor in being able to
experience this seascape wonderland
is travel logistics. It is remote and vast
with an undeveloped infrastructure.
Therefore, the ultimate mode of
transportation is sailing on a luxury
yacht. Rather than staying one remote
resort, which will limit your experience
to a small area, your horizon can change
each day you wake up while you travel
between these pristine islands.
The 7 M (22ft) Boston Whaler Dauntless
is the primary mode of transportation
for activities. The Mercury 225 HP
OptiMax engine provides more than
enough power achieving speeds of
75km or 47 knots. An additional smaller
aluminum 4M (16ft) Tracker is used
for short journeys to shore. With 10
professional crewmembers including
a cruise director, you will be able to
explore this remote island wonderland
in safety and comfort while enjoying
the moment with those closest to you.

It is a sanctuary for your discovery
journey.
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Discover Underwater

Island Exploration

Fine Dining

Priceless Moments

Indonesian scuba diving has gained a
reputation as being amongst the finest in
the world. Nowhere on the planet will you be
able to enjoy the diversity of fish and both
hard and soft coral. With our PADI-certified
dive instructor & dive master, and premier
dive center, your underwater adventure will
be safe and unforgettable. Take advantage
of the complimentary dive course up to
advanced level. It will change your life.

The Coral Triangle is comprised of thousands
of magical Islands each unique in terms of
landscapes and culture. We will tailor your
island adventure to include activities such
as hiking, treks up a volcano, birding and
shopping in local markets. You will be brought
to local tribes to connect with a true spirit of
the place from ancient handicraft production
such as Ikat weaving as well traditional
celebratory dance routines.

Chef Petty Elliot has collaborated with
Sequoia to create a unique menu with
Indonesian flare from the finest locally
sourced seasonal ingredients. You may
choose to dine in the spectacular great room,
al fresco in our sky deck, or on any number
of beautiful island beach settings. Our chefs
will create sumptuous breakfasts, comfort
foods for lunch or snack, delights with sunset
tea, cocktails before fine dining, and dinners
and dessert that you family will remember
for years to come.

In era of constant technological activity,
human and nature connections are lost. A
remote destination provides opportunities
for silence and space connecting to
something larger than us, nature. Any time
you get off from Sequoia, whether it is scuba
diving, snorkeling, birding, hiking, or culture
immersion. It allows us to pause, observe,
and learn about wildlife and life in a larger
scale. At the end, it will allow us to connect
with our inner self. Leaving you more
balanced after a safari.

Begin Your Own Journey.
Find Your Safari.
Consult with our travel expert
+622152917464
sequoia@coraltrianglesafaris.com
coraltrianglesafaris.com
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